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Abstract
The status of fungi in the phylogenetic setup still continues to be an intriguing question in biological sciences.
Having long been considered as close relatives of plants, over the years, their resemblance towards animals has
been brought into the greater limelight. While the vast diversity of the group demands a separate kingdom,
evolution biology coaxes us to trace back their ancestry and establish similarities between different kingdoms
and as newer pieces of evidence emerge up, the question as to whether fungi are plants or animals, remains
contentious.
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Introduction

The earlier considerations

Fungi are a hyper-diverse group of eukaryotic
organisms, whose phylogeny has remained a
controversial issue all these years because of lack
of solid fossil evidence, the divergence of lineages1,
the resemblance of features with more than one
kingdom (discussed further) and difficult genomic
sampling and genomic/morphological reduction
owing to a parasitic lifestyle.1 More than five
decades have passed since they have been given a
distinctive identity as a kingdom, but the answer
to a simple question of ‘What are fungi?’ remains a
‘dark matter’ till today. While none of the fungi has
shown any objection to them being called a plant or
an animal, over the decades, inquisitive human minds
have strived to establish the ‘roots’ of fungal origin.
We herein try to present as to why we think fungi
are related more to animals than they are to plants
using evidence from existing literature.

A controversial issue in phylogenetic relationships
is the Fungi. Up until the first half of the 20th
century, based on primitive observations like lack
of locomotion, growth in soil, and presence of a
rigid cell wall – all of which were contrary to the
then existing notion about animals, fungi were
safely considered as plants. When Robert Whittaker
put forth the five-kingdom classifications in 1969,
taking into consideration the cellular organization,
mode of nutrition, and mode of reproduction, it
was recognized that fungi are largely a separate
category.2 But, ever since evolution biologists came
into the picture, there have been several attempts to
explore the theory of common ancestry and thus
establish the relationship between fungi and the
other major eukaryotic groups.
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Basic arguments
Several levels of evidence exist to consider fungi
as being more closely related to animals. Basic
pieces of evidence like lack of chloroplasts to
perform photosynthetic processes and hence lack of
autotrophic mode of nutrition (which characterize
plants), presence of chitin in the cell wall (chitin
being the component of the exoskeleton in lower
animals versus cellulose present in plant cell
walls), storage of reserve food materials in the
form of glycogen (like animals) exist to prove
the same. Other morphological, ultrastructural,
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and biochemical similarities like the presence of
flagellated zoospore stages (motile sperms of
animals and spores of Chytridiomycetes with a
single flagellum being posteriorly directed); welldeveloped mitochondria with the flattened plate-like
cristae – with reduced gene content, UGA codon in
them encoding tryptophan – also support the same.
However, evolution biologists have shown that such
traits cannot be used at the level of inter-kingdom
comparisons considering the lack of universal
applicability and their presence in other lineages
like protists.3-8 Nevertheless, through these pieces
of evidence, no similarities have been found to link
fungi with plants.

elongation factor 1 alpha has been universally
applicable to animals and fungi and even their
possibly common protists.12, 17 Future phylogenetic
research is aimed at finding more such universally
applicable molecular signatures that would further
solidify the existing evidence.

Molecular evidence

In today’s world where antibiotic resistance is on the
rise and new cancers are discovered every day, the
mere fact that humans and fungi are phylogenetically
related and could be possibly sharing genetic and
protein sequences, opens up new possibilities to
look into the unexplored yet related fungal diversity,
study disease pathogenesis and develop new and
non-toxic therapeutics. Not to mention the potential
up-scaling of drug and human protein production.

Research in the field of fungal phylogenetics has
advanced in the past few decades owing to advances
in DNA technology. Genomic and proteomic
evidence in biology promise what sub-atomic
particles in physics are expected to do – establishing
the origin. Woese has rightly pointed out that
“sequence information is innately more informative
of evolutionary relationships than phenotypic
information”.9
The first concrete evidence pertinent to our
discussion came with the analysis of small
subunit ribosomal RNA in 1993, which built
upon the foundation of eukaryotic supergroup
‘Opisthokonta’, linking fungi and animal lineages.10
In 1994, several other ‘conserved’ protein sequence
analyses including alpha tubulin, beta tubulin, actin,
heat shock protein-70 showed evidence to support
animal-fungi clade ((A, F), P) by maximal likelihood
method of analysis; the plant-fungi clade was true
only for the large subunit of RNA polymerase
II and was regarded to be unlikely to be the true
topology.11,12
Since then, there have been confounding proofs about
the same – concatenated multigene analysis, single
gene analysis, amino acid sequencing.13-16 Although
the 2004 gene analysis involving multimeric beta
thymosin gene, a molecular character considered
unique to opisthokonts, has been shown only
in a single fungus certain molecular signatures
like insertion of a 12 amino acid sequence in the
4
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Therapeutic considerations
Closer to a plant or an animal, human beings have
been exploring therapeutic benefits from fungi
since time immemorial – be it penicillins in 1928 or
fingolimod in 2011 – fungi have been instrumental
in the development of some of the most important
drugs in humanity.

Secondary metabolites of fungal origin secreted
into extracellular medium (extrolites) could be
manipulated for human use in various diseases, in
order to meet the demands for therapeutic alternatives
with enhanced pharmacological properties in order
to circumvent the adverse effects of drugs currently
in use such as antibiotics or statins.18
We could also be looking at widespread drug and
vaccine studies on ubiquitously present fungi. All
this being said, when the above possibility turns into
a reality, we have to be ready to deal with a group
of people refusing medicines derived from fungi,
just because they are related to animals, making
prescription difficult.
Conclusion
In a world of continuing research, what is true today
may not be so tomorrow. On the basis of the current
literature evidence, we largely support the sisterly
relationship between animal and fungal phylogeny.
As new pieces of evidence are gathered, newer
insights are dwindled with. Researches have also
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reported that perhaps plants and animals could be
related to each other more than either of them is
to fungi! And whilst evolution biologists continue to
solve the major mystery, we would definitely wonder
as to how a mushroom could be related to us more
than it is related to similar looking salads – The
world is indeed a mystery!
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